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We are glad that our manuscript [1] found broad interest and we are always disposed to share and discuss experiences.
Principally we have similar views. Of course, we use modern implants for osteosynthesis, and that is why the Gamma III nail is standard in our department. Biomechanical evaluations showed very satisfying results for Gamma III nails.
In our opinion the reason for failure of osteosynthesis in complicated subtrochanteric fracture is neither caused by the anatomical crossing from diaphysis into metaphysis in the fracture zone, nor by the lesser blood supply as it is described by Cebesoy et al. We think the persistent instability of the fragments, due to the fracture morphology in subtrochanteric fracture, represents the main difficulty (lack of medial hinge, insufficient reduction). Of course accurate reduction and the appropriate knowledge of the implants and the characteristics of the fracture together with operative experience are requirements for successful osteosynthesis. However, the correct siting and reduction of the fragments can be very challenging in spite of sufficient traction. Sometimes adequate reduction only succeeds by a mini open approach. This problem of the rare cases with unsuccessful reduction has not been solved by any implant to this day and is independent of operative expertise.
Our study design is not applied to the simple, well reduced fractures, but rather to the oblique and spiral subtrochanteric fractures. If it is necessary we think these fractures can be treated better by an optional cerclage after mini open approach and reduction by a clamp without compromising the blood supply significantly (Fig. 1) . 
